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About This Game

Gun Done - it's a timekiller arcade game about brave heroes, which fight against each other under the scorching sun and cold
rain. You know these heroes, do you? And there's a beautiful pixel locations, weather effects, excellent sound. Many game
modes and you can play any of them, different cowboys to play too! Gun Done: Road to West - this is a game that is not

ashamed to gift to a friend! Enjoy, friend! :]

-Play alone or against friend (hot seat) ^_^;
-Many heroes to play;

-Lots of guns to unlock;
-Various duel types;

-Achievements and cards;
-Gradually increasing difficulty;
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Title: Gun Done
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
AZAMATIKA
Publisher:
AZAMATIKA
Release Date: 13 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and above

Processor: Must have

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 20 MB available space

Sound Card: It's fine too

Additional Notes: You need only one finger to play

English,Russian,Korean,Simplified Chinese
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A fun little game where you and a opponent duel usually with a random modifier that changes how you play the duel, although
sometimes the game doesnt do a good job of explaining the rules of the mini game. Then theres the fact that if you want to play
a tournament you have to earn money by playing the duels, but it takes waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaay to long to get the 50 coins to play
them. In the end though its only a 1$ so are you really expecting much? fun little game that ill probably goof around in when i
have nothing else to do. The game is amazing and worth the price (even more when it is on sale), but Schultz is too damn
confusing.. Pe Pew ,Played by @egoenk. \u041a\u0443\u043f\u0438\u043b \u0438\u0437-\u0437\u0430
\u043d\u0430\u0437\u0432\u0430\u043d\u0438\u044f. Game tries to rely on lame character references and yet succeeds in
spite of it by having actually entertaining gameplay. Worth the 60 cents. Probably even worth 99 cents. Would be woth more if
they had a version with fun original characters instead of that guy from One Punch Man and the cast of Django Unchained. Buy
it for your friends if they're really into clicking a bunch of times in different ways but are not good enough friends to deserve
something even clickier.

I will play more and since it is only 7mb it is probably going to be one of the few games with a permanent place on my hard
drive as I actually really enjoy the gameplay as a time waster.. What a weird game. It's recommended, but because it's only 50
cents, so it's not like you're losing much. You could do much worse with 50 cents. It's actually a good game if it got online
multiplayer though. If only.. Made some gameplay if anyone wants to watch!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Ma8VsWjo5Fs

This game is pretty fun, simple and well made. However there are issues with the lack of options, like no resolution setting and
its aspect ratio is odd. The gameplay is fun once you get the hang of it however it is quite hard to understand some of the aims
but you'll get the hang of them!

Worth getting :). Nice game with a nice name ;). An Amazing Quick Grame that has an awesome variety of ways you will be
tasked to defeat your opponents!
At $0.99 max, this game is absolutelty worth it!

10\/10 (Consedering the Price)
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A really neat tiny little bunch of practically different minigames squeezed into a game. Definitely worth the low pricetag if
you're looking for something very small to spend an evening or two on.
Completionists could probably get much, much more from this though.. This game seems to lack confidence, and as a result
tries to rely on kinda lame pop culture references (Although i always love seeing Saitama).

HOWEVER, the gameplay is fantastic and easy to get into, even easier to sink a few hours into.

Bonus: The developers are very active on the forums, great to see that a promising game has involved and determined creators..
I love this game, and its realy great.

UPS: Like they say its a timekiller, it has good old pixely graphic's, If your a western\\cowboy\\duel fan i recomend checking it
out!

DOWNS: No game is perfect so heres the bad things about this one, There should be an easier way of unlocking guns and
charecters, it should more money that you get after killing someone, tourneys should cost a small bit less, it should have a
multyplayer or coop.

9.15\/10 Reccomended!. Great game, my only problem is that it doesn't tell you how to unlock new guns, but other than that one
of the best cheap games i have ever played

The warren with the spinning targets needs to slow down, even with 0 points he is very difficult. \udb40\udc21. Nice and simple
gameplay + trade cards . So yeah I recommend it.. "It's High Noon." - McCree. This game is alright, except for the Mexican;
he's bugged to where it's harder to beat him, and impossible if you get a win streak.. Great game for its price, fast, fun, and like
it says, a timekiller.
I do concede that the gameplay can get rather stale with only about 7 different "game modes".
Things that'll make the game even better than its average state:
1, online 1v1
2, more game types\/modes
3, better challenges
4, longer\/difficult tournys
5, better way of unlocking guns\/characters than winning "x amount" of times

do i recommend? yes. do i recommend for someone whose looking for longevity? no, but if you're looking for longevity don't
buy a game thats priced 99c.
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